Master project descriptions:

Genome Biology – CIGENE
BIOVIT

Who are we?
We are a well established,
motivated group of PhD
students, postdocs,
researchers, technicians, and
professors (and master
students ☺) using cutting
edge genome technologies to
address basic and applied
questions.

Genome biology group
What do we study?
Our interests include genetics, evolutionary
and comparative genomics, and
bioinformatics. We focus on aquatic species
and domesticated animals.
What technologies do we have?
We use state-of-the-art technologies for short
and long-read sequencing, genome
annotation, and editing genomes in vitro and
in vivo.
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Master project descriptions:

Genome Biology – CIGENE
BIOVIT

Master projects focused on Lab work:
Pluripotent stem cell culture in Atlantic salmon
Surveying effects of targeted Gene-editing in Tilapia

Development of CRISPR/Cas9 editing tools for whole genome
screening in production animals
Genome biology group
The importance of gut microbiome for salmon metabolism and
welfare
Evolution of gene regulatory elements following whole genome
duplication
CRISPR knockout of sex determination genes in tilapia
CRISPR method development in fish
ChIP-exo; for a better mapping of protein binding sites in
Atlantic Salmon
Application of the HRS-qPCR assay in Atlantic Salmon
CRISPR knockout the melatonin system in medaka (Oryzias
latipes)
We offer master projects from a variety of topics within genome biology
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Master project descriptions:

Genome Biology – CIGENE
BIOVIT

Master projects focused on Lab & Bioinformatics
Sustainable production of ruminants by optimizing the feedmicrobiome-host-axis
Bespoke applications for nanopore-sequencing technologies
Evolution of alternative splice variation and exon usage following
whole genome duplication
Genome biology group
Can differential methylation of a transposable element mediate
allelic effects of an Atlantic salmon age at maturity gene.
Targeted sequence capture using nanopore “Read until”
The genetics underlying with markings in Norwegian Fjord Horse
How do genetics influence the uptake rate of astaxanthin (the red
muscle pigment) in Atlantic salmon

Master projects focused on Bioinformatics
Genome-wide scan for adaptative evolution
Structural variants in Atlantic salmon and their impact on gene
functions and phenotypic variation
We offer master projects from a variety of topics within genome biology
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Genome Biology – CIGENE
BIOVIT

Title: Pluripotent stem cell culture in Atlantic salmon
Key words: induced pluripotent stem cells, cell line

Contact persons / supervisors:

Victor Boyartchuk

Prabin Sharma Humagain

Researcher, Biovit

PhD student, Biovit

victor.boyartchuk@nmbu.no

prabin.sharma.humagain@nmbu.no

Task description
Pluripotent stem cells (PSCs) are a unique subset of cells that can differentiate into
virtually any other cell type. This remarkable ability of PSCs has been recently used to
develop novel research approaches that have advanced regenerative medicine, cancer
biology and aging. However, most of the research effort in PSCs has been focused on
mammals. Even though Atlantic salmon plays a major role in sustenance and economy,
there is still not much known about specifics of its stem cell biology. At CIGENE we have
developed and started a series of projects that will address these shortcomings.
The Master student project will focus on testing the potential of using a set of genes
that can de-program differentiated cell and turn them into induced Pluripotent Stem
Cells (iPSC). The first step towards this goal is developing salmon skin fibroblast cell
culture using protocols that have been used to culture rainbow trout cells. Following
isolation of salmon fibroblasts we will test if iPSCs can be induced by a known mixture of
4 transcription factors (Yamanaka factors). If we are successful in inducing iPSCs, we will
ultimately test the extent of their pluripotency by determining which differentiated cell
types our novel cell lines can produce.
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Master project descriptions:

Genome Biology – CIGENE
BIOVIT

Title: Surveying effects of targeted Gene-editing in Tilapia
Key words: Crispr-cas9 mediated gene editing, off-target effects, gene-expression,
tilapia

Contact persons / supervisors:

Matthew P. Kent

Darshan Anthony Young

Researcher, Biovit

PhD student, Biovit

matthew.peter.kent@nmbu.no

anthony.young.darshan@nmbu.no

Task description:
An existing project, ECOgene, at Biovit seeks to document off-target effects
of gene-editing (GE) in Tilapia and has given us resources in the form of fish,
experience and know-how for performing GE (microinjection, construct
design, husbandry) and validation (reporter edits, qPCR, RNAseq etc). We
would like to engage a Masters student to follow-up and expand upon results
from the project using the full spectrum of GE and sequencing technologies.
This could, for example, be activities to perform GE on a gene(s) not yet
targeted in Ecogene and survey effects.
https://www.digitallifenorway.org/prosjekter/ecogene
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Genome Biology – CIGENE
BIOVIT

Title: Development of CRISPR/Cas9 editing tools for whole
genome screening in production animals
Key words: Cas9, Gene-editing, cell lines, genome-wide screening

Contact persons / supervisors:

Victor Boyartchuk
Researcher, Biovit
victor.boyartchuk@nmbu.no

Thomas Harvey
Researcher, Biovit
thomas.n.harvey@nmbu.no

Task description:
Novel CRISPR based genome editing technology enables us to develop new approaches
to selecting disease resistance traits in mammalian production species. However, tools
to modify bovine and porcine genomes are not as well developed as those in model
species. Specifically, there are still no assays suitable for whole genome screening for
phenotypes that model host pathogen interactions in either of the production species.
GENEInnovate project at CIGENE aims to close this gap by developing new libraries and
working out methodology to test resistance to viral and bacterial pathogens ex vivo.
The project will focus on identification of optimal levels of Cas9 nuclease expression in
porcine intestinal epithelial cells. To achieve this clonal populations of cells transduced
with Cas9 will be grouped according to the levels of the nuclease produced in these
cells. Efficiency of genome modifications will be determined by examining the frequency
of mutations in a set of genes known to participate in host pathogen interactions. Upon
completion of this analysis we expect to identify a specific cell line that will be most
suitable for genome wide screening.
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Genome Biology – CIGENE
BIOVIT

Title: The importance of gut microbiome for salmon
metabolism and welfare
Key words: aquaculture, gut microbial communities, metabolism, short chain fatty
acids

Contact persons / supervisors:

Simen R. Sandve

Phil Pope

Sabina Leanti La Rosa

Associate Professor, Biovit

Associate Professor, Biovit

Researcher, Biovit

simen.sandve@nmbu.no

phil.pope@nmbu.no

sabina.leantilarosa@nmbu.no

Task description:
Main aim: To evaluate the role of microbial gut communities for salmon
welfare and lipid metabolism
Task description:
The student will work in the lab to isolate microbial cells from different
salmon gut sections. We will then characterize the types of microbes that
occupy the different gut sections using 16S and finally use metatranscriptomics to infer the potentially ‘beneficial’ metabolic functions
microbes carry in the salmon gut.
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Genome Biology – CIGENE
BIOVIT

Title: Evolution of gene regulatory elements following
whole genome duplication
Key words: genome evolution, alternative splicing, oxford nanopore sequencing

Contact persons / supervisors:

Simen R. Sandve

Alex Datsomor

Associate Professor, Biovit

Postdoc, Biovit

simen.sandve@nmbu.no

alex.kojo.datsomor@nmbu.no

Task description:
Main aim: To test how transposable elements impact gene expression
evolution.
Task description:
This project is mostly lab-based. The student will first design and make
promoter-reporter constructs. These constructs are small circular DNAmolecules containing the transposable elements under investigation next to
a reporter gene system. Next, the constructs will then be transfected into cell
lines from salmon and we will measure the measure how the reporter genes
expression is influenced by the presence or absence of the transposable
element.
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Genome Biology – CIGENE
BIOVIT

Title: CRISPR knockout of sex determination genes
in tilapia
Key words: CRISPR, sex determination, tilapia, physiology, molecular biology

Contact persons / supervisors:

Guro Sandvik

Darshan Anthony Young

Associate Professor, Biovit

PhD student, Biovit

guro.sandvik@nmbu.no

anthony.young.darshan@nmbu.no

Task description
We are currently manipulating sex determination genes in tilapia, a fish that is
farmed in huge numbers over the whole world. The sex of a tilapia fish is
determined genetically, but the sex determination gene can be overruled by for
example temperature, making this fish an interesting species for studying sex
determination. In addition, the farming industry is interested in increasing the
number of males, because they are bigger. We are using CRISPR to knock out
different genes to elucidate their function in sex determination. We are also
studying the effect CRISPR manipulation has on the genome and transcriptome.
This Master’s project will include CRISPR manipulation of a sex determination
gene, and physiological studies of the effects of the knockout, for example with
immunohistochemistry and confocal imaging of the brain and gonads. The student
will work together with a PhD student already working in the project. This is a
suitable project for a person that is interested in physiology, molecular biology and
CRISPR.
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Genome Biology – CIGENE
BIOVIT

Title: CRISPR method development in fish
Key words: CRISPR, fish, early development

Contact persons / supervisors:

Guro Sandvik
Associate Professor, Biovit
guro.sandvik@nmbu.no

Task description
Our group is working to develop CRISPR methods in salmon. In mouse, new
and exciting CRISPR methods are published every week, but few of these
methods are established in fish. This Master´s project will aim to try out
different new CRISPR methods in salmon, using both salmonid cell lines, and
living embryos. The methods we will first try out is activation of gene
expression and prime editing. The genes we are targeting are important in
development, and therefore the effect of the editing can be rapidly
visualized, for example with confocal microscopy of the embryo. This project
is suitable for a person that likes to try out new things in the lab, and that is
interested in molecular biology, CRISPR and development.
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Genome Biology – CIGENE
BIOVIT

Title: the ChIP-exo; for a better mapping of protein binding
sites in Atlantic Salmon
Key words: ChIP, ChIP-exo, DNA-protein interactions, exonuclease, regulation of
transcription

Contact persons / supervisors:

Marie-Odile Baudement

Matthew P. Kent

Postdoc, Biovit

Researcher, Biovit

marie-odile.baudement@nmbu.no

matthew.peter.kent@nmbu.no

Task description:
After the establishment of chemically stable connections between proteins
and DNA, the Chromatin ImmunoPrecipitation assays (ChIP) allow to
precipitate a specific protein with the help of an antibody and therefore
identify the DNA sequence bound by this protein. This information is crucial
to understand the link between the DNA-proteins interactions and its impact
on the transcription regulation of the genes close by.
In the case of the classical ChIP assay, after the sequencing of the
immunoprecipitated regions of DNA, not only the binding site of the protein
is identified, but a large region of about +/-200 bp around this sequence of
attachment due to the random shredding of the chromatin in large
fragments.
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Genome Biology – CIGENE
BIOVIT

Title: the ChIP-exo; for a better mapping of protein binding
sites in Atlantic Salmon
Task description continued:
ChIP-exo is a Chromatin ImmunoPrecipitation assay including an exonuclease
step (exo) before the immunoprecipitation of the complex protein-DNA. This
exonuclease hydrolyses naked genomic double-strand DNA in orientation 5’
to 3’. As a result, only the precise regions bound by the protein and protected
from the activity of the exonuclease will remain and be identified.
We propose to the candidate to apply
the exo-ChIP assay on liver from
Atlantic Salmon. The panel of proteins
which could be analysed by this
technique is not yet determined and
can be adapted compared to special
interest of the candidate and the
laboratory when the project will start.
Publication of the technique:
Comprehensive Genome-wide Protein-DNA
Interactions Detected at Single Nucleotide
Resolution. Ho Sung Rhee and B. Franklin
Pugh, Cell, 2011 the project.
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Genome Biology – CIGENE
BIOVIT

Title: application of the HRS-qPCR assay in Atlantic
Salmon
Key words: HRS, qPCR, nuclear bodies, high salt recovered sequences,
immunomicroscopy

Contact persons / supervisors:

Marie-Odile Baudement

Matthew P. Kent

Postdoc, Biovit

Researcher, Biovit

marie-odile.baudement@nmbu.no

matthew.peter.kent@nmbu.no

Task description:
The nuclear bodies are ribonucleoproteic intranuclear self-organizing
complexes. These nuclear bodies are the platforms for the transcription of
specific categories of genes and/or play a role in the maturation process of
RNAs (for example, histones genes, through the Histone Locus bodies)
Despite an effort to understand their functions and their dynamic, we still
have a poor understanding of their mode of organisation and composition in
terms of proteins, ribosomes but also DNA.
Since the main limitation of the Chromatin ImmunoPrecipitation technique is
the efficiency of the antibody to target and analyse a specific protein,
especially by working on new animal models, a new technique has been
developed; the HRS (High salt Recovered Sequences) assay.
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Genome Biology – CIGENE
BIOVIT

Title: application of the HRS-qPCR assay in Atlantic
Salmon
Task description continued:
The advantage of that technique is that, after performing the HRS in native
conditions (no crosslinking), the precipitation of the DNA regions involved in
these nuclear bodies is not based on an immunoprecipitation by antibodies,
but on a high salt treatment, avoiding problem of specificity.
The application of this technique in the Atlantic Salmon model, with a
supplemental analysis by immunomicroscopy of these structures and PCR
amplification method of the DNA regions captured, can help us to
understand a higher order chromatin organisation of the salmon genome and
its effects on the regulation of expression of genes.

Reference publication:
High-salt–recovered sequences are associated with the active chromosomal compartment and with
large ribonucleoprotein complexes including nuclear bodies. Baudement and al., Genome Research,
2018
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Genome Biology – CIGENE
BIOVIT

Title: CRISPR knockout the melatonin system in medaka
(Oryzias latipes)
Key words: CRISPR, melatonin, circadian rhythm, medaka, physiology, molecular
biology

Contact persons / supervisors:

Kjetil Hodne

Guro Sandvik

Researcher, Prepat, Veterinary School

Associate Professor, Biovit

kjetil.hodne@nmbu.no

guro.sandvik@nmbu.no

Task description:
In nature, photoperiodic (day-night) changes controls everything from growth,
metamorphism and reproduction. Therefore, the ability to interpret photoperiodic
changes is a key for survival.
Melatonin is produced by the pineal organ and the molecule that translates
photoperiodic information into a biologically active signal. During night, melatonin
levels in blood peaks. However, we still now little about how melatonin works. To
further investigate how melatonin is controlling animal physiology and behavior we
are planning to use the novel CRISPR method to knockout the genes coding for the
melatonin receptor. The master student will execute the gene knockout
experiments and analyze behavioral as well as physiological changes of the
knockout animals. The master student will perform the experiments on a small
freshwater fish species, medaka. These fish have short generation time, easy to
bread and we have developed extensive molecular tools and imaging techniques
that can be used in the analysis. The student will receive training from leading
experts in the field.
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Genome Biology – CIGENE
BIOVIT

Title: Sustainable production of ruminants by optimizing
the feed-microbiome-host-axis
Key words: microbiomes, metagenomics, oxford nanopore sequencing

Contact persons / supervisors:

Phil Pope
Associate Professor, Biovit
phil.pope@nmbu.no

Task description:
Main aim: To unravel the connection between the feed cows eat, their bodily
function and the microbes in their gut, not only to optimize nutrition but also
to reduce the emission of greenhouse gases (methane).
Task description:
The project will be partly lab and partly bioinformatic analyses:
Lab: The student will learn to isolate and sequence DNA molecules from
complex microbiomes. This DNA will then be sequenced on an oxford
nanopore sequencer which generate complete genomes that will be used to
understand microbiome function and predict methane emissions.
Bioinformatics: Using different software and R/python coding the student
will characterize metagenomic assembled genomes that constitute a
microbiome.
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Genome Biology – CIGENE
BIOVIT

Title: Bespoke applications for nanopore-sequencing
technologies
Key words: Ultra-long DNA, Crispr-cas9 mediated targeted sequencing, nanopore
for surveying off-target effects.

Contact persons / supervisors:

Matthew P. Kent

Marian Arnyasi

Researcher, Biovit

Technician, Biovit

matthew.peter.kent@nmbu.no

mariann.arnyasi@nmbu.no

Task description:
Oxford Nanopore Technology's (ONT) has revolutionized sequencing, and an
increasing variety of lab protocols, developed by ONT and the user
community has expanded nanopore's usefulness. At CIGENE we are
interested in exploring these and testing their potential. Specific areas of
interest are :
1. Protocols for preservation, extraction and sequencing of ultra-long DNA.
2. Use of CRISPR-cas9 system for targeted sequencing of genomic DNA.
3. Use of long read sequencing to reveal off-target cut sites in gene-editing
experiments.
4. Use of nanopore to generate genomic contact maps with Pore-C.
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Genome Biology – CIGENE
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Title: Evolution of alternative splice variation and exon
usage following whole genome duplication
Key words: genome evolution, alternative splicing, oxford nanopore sequencing

Contact persons / supervisors:

Simen R. Sandve

Matthew P. Kent

Associate Professor, Biovit

Researcher, Biovit

simen.sandve@nmbu.no

matthew.peter.kent@nmbu.no

Task description:
Main aim: To understand how evolution of alternative splicing is affected by
genome duplication.

Task description: The project will be partly lab and partly bioinformatic
analyses:
•
•

Lab: The student will learn to isolate RNA molecules. These molecules will
then be sequenced on an oxford nanopore sequencer which generate
complete transcript (end-to-end) data.
Bioinformatics: Using different software and R/python coding the student
will characterize the alternative splicing patterns among duplicated and
non-duplicated genes.
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Genome Biology – CIGENE
BIOVIT

Title: Can differential methylation of a transposable
element mediate allelic effects of an Atlantic salmon age at
maturity gene.
Key words: genetic contrast lines, astaxanthin, dietary uptake, RNAseq

Contact persons / supervisors:

Nicola Barson

Marian Arnyasi

Matthew P. Kent

Researcher Biovit

Technician, Biovit

Researcher, Biovit

daginge.vage@nmbu.no

mariann.arnyasi@nmbu.no

matthew.peter.kent@nmbu.no

Task description
Transposable elements (TE) inserted into the promotor regions of genes can
influence expression. Here we will investigate whether one such large TE is
associated with allelic variants within a gene controlling age at maturity in
Atlantic salmon. We will use targeted amplification free capture using
CRISPR/CAS9 and Oxford nanopore sequencing to first test is the insertion if
variable. Then, as the capture and sequencing is amplification free, we will
derive the methylation status directly from the nanopore reads. Methylation
is an important mechanism for gene silencing and is involved in imprinting of
genes. We will test if methylation is induced by the TE in a gene variant
specific manner.
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Genome Biology – CIGENE
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Title:
Targeted sequence capture using nanopore “Read until”
Key words: Read-until targeted sequence capture, bioinformatic sequence capture

Contact persons / supervisors:

Nicola Barson

Torfinn Nome

Marian Arnyasi

Researcher Biovit

Researher, Biovit

Technician, Biovit

daginge.vage@nmbu.no

torfinn.nome@nmbu.no

mariann.arnyasi@nmbu.no

Task description
Oxford nanopore technology has enabled sequencing of long reads and also
permits the detection of methylation status. However, it is expensive to
sequence the entire genome and often unnecessary once you have identified
regions of interest. Targeted sequencing using bioinformatic approaches have
been pioneered for Oxford Nanopore long read sequencing and this in
combination with methylation analysis should allow the characterisation of
targeted regions, e.g. genes of interest and promotor regions. This project
combines the design of sequencing targets, implementing bioinformatically
informed active filtering during sequencing, followed by methylation analysis.
Targets can be selected based on student own interests and our ongoing
projects on salmonid evolution.
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Genome Biology – CIGENE
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Title: The genetics underlying with markings in Norwegian
Fjord Horse
Key words: GWAS, oxford nanopore sequencing, PCR

Contact persons / supervisors:

Dag Inge Våge

Hanne F. Olsen

Gunnar Klemetsdal

Professor Biovit

Postdoc Biovit

Professor Biovit

daginge.vage@nmbu.no

hanne.fjerdingby@nmbu.no

gunnar.klemetsdal@nmbu.no

Task description
The project will be partly lab and partly bioinformatic analyses:
Lab: DNA will be sequenced on an oxford nanopore sequencer which
generate long reads that will be used to investigate the genomic region
showing association with this trait. If a likely causative mutation is identified,
a PCR to detect this DNA variation will be developed.
Bioinformatics: Using different software and R coding the student will
perform a GWAS -study in a genotyped material (500K) of approximately 330
animals. Case/control individuals will be sequenced by nanopore, aligned and
compared with suitable software.
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Genome Biology – CIGENE
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Title: How do genetics influence the uptake rate of
astaxanthin (the red muscle pigment) in Atlantic salmon
Key words: genetic contrast lines, astaxanthin, dietary uptake, RNAseq

Contact persons / supervisors:

Dag Inge Våge

Jacob S. Torgersen

Turid Mørkøre

Professor Biovit

Seniorforsker, AquaGen

Professor Biovit

daginge.vage@nmbu.no

jacob.seilo.torgersen@aquagen.no

turid.morkore@nmbu.no

Task description
Main aim: Quantify and compare astaxanthin uptake in two genetically
different lines of Atlantic salmon and investigate how gene-expression differs
between these two lines.
Task description:
The project will be partly lab and partly bioinformatic analyses:
Lab: Quantifying astaxanthin content in plasma and tissues by HPLC.
Analysing gene expression by RNAseq.
Bioinformatics: Use software to analyse and compare gene expression
between fish lines and identify mechanisms involved in pigment uptake.
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Genome Biology – CIGENE
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Title: Genome-wide scan for adaptative evolution
Key words: population genomics, molecular evolution, adaptation, statistical
genomics, bioinformatics, big-data analysis

Contact persons / supervisors:

Marie Saitou
Associate Professor, Biovit
mariesaitou@gmail.com

Task description:
Recent advances in genomics have unveiled numerous varieties in genomes
within and between species. In the projects below, we utilize the rich omics
datasets and cutting-edge bioinformatics methods to understand how
evolution formed each species and populations within them.
1. Identify local adaptation signatures of salmon populations using
population genomics
2. Identify adaptative evolution of fish species in different environments
using comparative genomics
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Genome Biology – CIGENE
BIOVIT

Title: Structural variants in Atlantic salmon and their
impact on gene functions and phenotypic variation
Key words: genome evolution, structural variation, long read sequencing

Contact persons / supervisors:

Sigbjørn Lien

Kristina Stenløkk

Professor, Biovit

PhD student, Biovit

sigbjorn.lien@nmbu.no

kristina.stenlokk@nmbu.no

Task description:
Structural variants (SVs) are a major source of genetic and phenotypic variation.
Unfortunately, SVs have been very challenging to detect and genotype implying
that they a poorly characterized in most species. At CIGENE we are now using
long-read nanopore sequencing to de novo whole-genome sequence multiple
individuals of Atlantic salmon. The initial analysis of the data has revealed a huge
number of structural variants (insertions, deletions, inversion, etc.) that may alter
the presence, structure and regulation of genes in the salmon genome.
We are now looking for master students interested in looking into specific
chromosome regions and explore if SVs within these regions affect;
• chromosome structure and gene functions
• regulatory regions of genes and gene expression patterns
Other interesting topics are to investigate if SVs are associated with;
• adaptive traits in wild salmon
• production traits in aquaculture
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